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EUROROLL - POLYMER PALLET ROLLER TRACKS
for live storage systems, transportation and conveying

Roller Tracks

Layout

The use of Roller tracks o�ers many 
advantages. Besides the easy installation 
and low maintenance, it can be used for 
various applications.

The roller track consists of an 80mm wide 
zinc plated, U shaped profile with a 
standard height of 55mm. Total height 
including rollers is 78mm. The rollers can 
be installed on 26mm increments. The 
maximum length of a track is 6006mm.

The rollers have a diameter of 50mm. The 
closest pitch is therefore 52mm. With 
72mm flanged rollers the minimum pitch 
is 78mm. 

NR 100/67 KS
Roller pitch: 52, 78, 104, 130, 156 mm.
Two rows of holes in the base for 
fastening the track to the support 
structure.

SR 100/67 KS
Roller pitch: 78, 104, 130, 156 mm.
Two rows of holes in the base for 
fastening the track to the support 
structure.

NR 100/90 KS & SR 100/90 KS
One row of holes in the base for 
fastening the track to the support 
structure.
Both rollers are available in the high 
version with the same pitch.

Low Profile: U 80 – 55

High Profile: U 80 – 78
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Accessories
EE
The end stop is mounted at the end of the track and stops 
the pallet securely.
ESchE
The sliding end stop has a longer body for stopping pallets 
gently and preventing them from hitting the end stop too 
hard.

RSE
The roller guard protects the installed rollers in the profile 
from external damage caused by material handling 
equipment.
BKE
The clamp is supplied together with screws and is used to 
fix the track to a support construction i.e. warm formed I 
beams.

USE
The flat connector is delivered in a set of two pieces and is 
used to connect two tracks behind each other.
VE
The U shaped connector is used for fixing two 55mm 
profiles behind each other and is installed by means of the 
two rows of holes in the base of the track.
VEH
This is the u-connector for the 78mm high profile.
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